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What did this project do for species?

What did this project do for people?

What has collaboration achieved?

What is the legacy of this project?

• We have increased the number of Ladybird Spider
populations from 14 to 19 with a total of 95 individual
spiders translocated.

• We helped people engage with a difficult-to-see
species through the innovative Ladybird Spider Web
Installation at RSPB Arne which walks visitors through
the spider’s fascinating life cycle and conservation
story.

• Working closely with RSPB Arne, we helped train
their volunteers and improve site-wide opportunities
for the Ladybird Spider.

• We created a conservation guidance document for
the Ladybird Spider, bringing together current best
practice.
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• In the 19 populations there is evidence of nearly
1,000 individuals, but the species is still very
vulnerable.
• We have encouraged sustainable future monitoring
by working with partners and training experienced
and capable volunteers.
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• We developed a network of dedicated local
Ladybird Spider surveyors who want to help monitor
and manage for the species into the future.
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• We developed education packs to make more
children and families aware of the Ladybird Spider’s
story.
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See the wonderful creative activities this
project deliverd

• We worked with multiple partners - Buglife, RSPB,
Amphibian and Reptile Conservation Trust, Dorset
Wildlife Trust, Natural England, Forestry England,
National Trust, British Arachnological Society and
Lifeforms to raise awareness of the species.
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• All our volunteers have been trained and brought
together to support future monitoring of the species.
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• We engaged with land managers and a small
number of carefully selected volunteers to train them
how to manage a site that contains a population of
these spectacular and very special spiders.
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